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November 29, 1984

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-362

Mr. John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V

1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Attention: Mr. D. Kirsch

tg P/LE GOPHER>

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2

Response to Allegations 0806 and 0919

Dear Mr. Martin:

A letter from NRC Region V dated October 26, 1984, transmitted two allegations
for further PGandE evaluation, investigation, and response. Enclosed is
PGandE's response to the allegations identified in the letter. PGandE
believes that the evaluations and investigations conducted resolve these
allegations for both Units 1'and 2.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addres'sed envelope.

Sincerely,

J . Shiffer

Enclosure

cc: G. W. Knighton
H. E. Schierling
Service List
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PGan etter No.: DCL-84-362

ENCLOSURE

NRC Allegation 0806

Allegation Description

"An individual took some liberties in buying off welds on
the fuel handling building crane rails." The subject welds
were on the crane rail restraint plates. The welds were
covered with slag, and after chipping off the slag,
excessive undercuts and poorly shapen, unequal legs were
found.

The subject of the adequacy of welds in the fuel handling building was

previously addressed in response to NRC Allegation Hos. 403, 422, 423, and 424

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-195 dated Hay 29, 1984. The previous

allegations and responses are attached hereto.

The incident involved in this allegation took place in 1979 during the period

that Guy F. Atkinson Company (GFACo) was in the process of winding down its

onsi te activities and transferring its work to the H. P. Foley Company. The

GFACo Project gA Manager, during the completion of the fuel handling building

and the final stages of GFACo work, improperly signed off welds on the crane

rail plates.

In hurrying to finish the last of the GFACo (}C work, the manager failed to

personally perform a detailed inspection to determine the adequacy of certain

welds in the fuel handling building. Rather, he relied upon the word of a

subordinate gC inspector, who had recently been given notice of termination of
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employment, that the work had been properly inspected (i.e., weld preparation

and fittings, first pass, and final visual inspection.) The GFACo ()A Manager

only conducted a cursory review of the specific work area to verify that the

welds had, in fact, been completed.

The discrepancy was not first discovered by the alleger, as he has implied.

To the contrary, a PGandE inspector, as part of his normal contract monitoring

duties, found the discrepant welds, initiated a quality report and immediately

brought the matter to the attention of GFACo. Thereafter, the alleger,

Mr. Hedrick, was dispatched by the GFACo gA Manager to inspect the welds and

nonconformance Report (NCR) 331 was initiated.

Although the existence of discrepant welds and their inappropriate acceptance

had been determined to be an isolated case, all welds on the crane rail plates

were subsequently inspected and repaired or replaced, as necessary. A

complete reinspection of all welds in the fuel handling building was also

made, and welds were either accepted as-is after engineering review and

analysis or removed and replaced by the H. P. Foley Company. All rework or

repairs were documented on the Civil Weld Inspection Peport in accordance with

H. P. Foley's (}uality Control procedures. Disposition of Foley Inspection

Report 5422-1, which had superceded the GFACo tlCR, was completed in

October 1979.

Attachment
0016S/0024K
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MRC Allegations 8403, f422, f423 and 0424

It is alleged that:

At hment to
NRC Al'legation 0806
Reference: DCL-84-19S
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 3

12. I was instructed to report QA violations through
aeneranda, and not to use the formal nonconformance
reporting system. Q supervisor would decide if the
eeeorandum should be written up. This kept the NRC from
seeing the issues I raised. Everything was a private
affair between the boss and a@self.

9. The last day of ay ~loyaent with Atkinson I observed
and reported welds that failed ~ inspection at about a 60~
rate, due to deficiencies such as grossly undersized legs,
yross undercuts and rollover notches on the horizontal
edges of the welds. There was so hach slag in the
undercuts that I had to clean the welds gust to see what
was there. The worst problea was that these welds had
already been QA-accepted. I looked at )00-150 welds up
half of one side of the fuel handling building, which scans
that 60-90 bad welds previously had been accepted by ap
supervi sor.

10. ? did not report the 60-90 bad welds $ n the fuel
handling building on a focal nonconforaance fora. lasted
on QA aanager Nike Anderson's direct orders, I subaittid
the results to hiai on one sheet, with no copies.

The reason for the inforaal quality report on the fue1
hand1ing building welds is that Hr. Anderson already had
signed off to accept the welds ~hich I Just inspected. He
had accepted the welds ~ithout looking closely at them a
few weeks before the end of Atkinson's contract. He
explained to ae that he had chalked the line but hadn't bent

(Hedrick hff. at 5.)

162. GFACo used a nonconformance reporting system which was established in

GFACo Quality Assurance Procedure QA-15 and Quality Control Procedure

QCP-9. Possible problems or nonconformances identified by QC inspectors

were brought to the attention of QC supervision either through verbal

contact or through written notes, sketches, and mmoranda. QC

supervision reviewed each item in relation to the PGandE specification,

code, and QC procedures. Shen appropriate, GFACo Pro)ect Engineering

jul< be consulted.'n~ design cu s.ion." mould b pr sented to PGand:- or





Attachment to
NRC ~egation 0806
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 2 of 3

guidance, interpretations, and answers. At any point in this review by

gC supervision a formal NCR could be initiated after verification that

an item was, in fact, deficient or nonconforming.

163. The use of aeeoranda was especially iaportant as a basis for

ctmnvnication by swing shift personnel to day shift gC supervision.

Review by gC supervision ensured that consistent answers or

interpretations for all potential deficiencies, including dcteraination

of actual NCRs, mre always provided.

164. 1n addition, Nr. Hedrick had alternative routes to present arly quality

concern that he believed sas not adequately addressed. Ik could, and in

fact did, c~nicate directly Htb the sQng shift I%andE inspector.

He could, but never did, c~nicate directly srlth the SFACo offsite gA

representative or with pGandE gA representatives, and he could, but to

fGandE 's knowledge did not, comunicate directly to the NRC any such

quality concerns during the time of his employment with GFACo.

165. The incident referred to in Allegations 422, 423, and 424 relating tc

fuel handling building fields took place at the conclusion of the GF ".o

contract. pat palomo, pGandE field engineer, identified unacceptable

olds in the fuel handling building and conmunicated this probler to

GFACo. Nr. Hedrick was directed by th 6FACo QA Hanager, Hr. Anderson,

to inspect the olds and sake a list of any that were unacceptable as

the basis for an NCR.
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Att ent to
NRC Allegation 0806
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: Nay 29, 1984
Page 3 of 3

166. The unacceptable fields vere fdentfffed by Hr. Hedrick end mre

documented on 6FACo NCR 33l, which was initiated on August 28, 1979 (Nr.

Hedrfck's last day on the pro)ect was August 24, 1979). This NCR

specfffed that H. P. Foley Co. was to perform and docunent all mid

repairs after GFACo had left the sfte. GFACo hark fn the fuel handling

building which,was fncoeplete (fncludfng NCR 331) eras listed fn the

turnover of doc~ntatfon to P6andE which fn turn assfpned the hark to

H. P. Foley Co. QFACo KR 331 was superseded by Foley inspection Report

54-22-l. Refnspectfon and ~rk/repair mre completed by Foley on

October 9, 1979..

I67. No further correctfve actfon fs tequfred.

-5-





NRC Allegation 0919

Allegation Description

"Pullman Power Products: Missing heat log numbers and lack
of material traceability via heat numbers, e.g., heat
number indicates one-inch metal, whereas, actually is
three-quarters." Also, heat number log, when started,
started at 500 rather than number l.

Allegation Wo. 0919 in slightly truncated form was previously addressed in

PGandE letter DCL-84-328, dated October 18, 1984. That response, in turn,

referenced earlier responses to Allegation Nos. 365 and 379 which were

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-195, dated t1ay 29, 1984. Those earlier

allegations and responses are attached hereto. Although no contractor was

specified in the prior allegations, PGandE assumed that they were addressed to

H. P. Foley and responded accordingly.

The instant version of the allegation specifically references Pullman Power

Products as opposed to the more general version addressed earlier. The

specific example cited in the allegation was identified in the course of a

normal quality assurance (gA) review, and Design Change Notice (DCH)

Wo. 6020-012 and Discrepancy Report (DR) Wo. 5886 (see Attachment 1) were

written by Pullman to address the problem. It was determined that a 1-inch

plate had been ground down to provide the 3/4-inch material specified for the

lugs in question. In the course of either the grinding operation or

subsequent work, some of the heat numbers were inadvertently removed or made

illegible. ( It should be noted that there is no requirement that the heat

number appear on material after it is welded in place as long as traceability

is maintained through documentation. This is normally accomplished on the

warehouse requisition or process sheets.) After an inspection and evaluation

0016S/0024K
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by Project personnel and the determination that the material was in fact

traceable, the approved disposition of the DR was to accept the material;

The official Pullman heat log is maintained in the warehouse by the gA

receiving group. Neither the original version nor copies of the official

Pullman heat logs are issued to individual inspectors. The log entries in the

Pullman heat log are not sequential but are based on the heat numbers

designated by the manufacturer/supplier. Therefore, gaps in the numbering

system could and do exist. However, contrary to the implication of the

allegation, traceability is maintained.

If the alleger's concern is with the Foley heat log instead of the Pullman

log, the accuracy of the former document is addressed in paragraph 70 of

PGandE's earlier response to NRC Allegations ¹365 and ¹379. The response

acknowledges the existence of uncontrolled "Information Qnly" copies of the

Foley log. These copies may well be incomplete.

The identification and disposition of the 1-inch versus 3/4-inch issue

reflects a well functioning gA/gC program at Diablo Canyon. The allegation

that traceability of materials is not maintained is baseless.

Attachment
0016S/0024K
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NRL. Allegation tv&lb

Al leg ati on Descri pti on:

Att~ment to
NRMllegation 0919
Reference: DCL-84-328
Dated: October 18, 1984
Page 1 of 6

Hissing heat log numbers and lack of material traceability
via heat numbers e.g., ht no indicates one inch metal
whereas metal actually three-quarters.

HRC Allegation Paraphrase:

There was no heat number log or documentation of heat
numbers until recently. The heat number log that was

finally supplied had numerous gaps on the numbering
system. Because of this, material traceabi lity was lost.
khen the inspectors would cross reference the heat numbers,
different materials for the same heat number would be
specified.

Tnis allegation is similar to HRC Allegations H3b5 and 379. A detailed

response to these allegations is contained in PGandE's letter DCL-84-195 dated

Hay 2b, lgb4, a copy of which is attached hereto.

217bd/UU23K 8
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Att~ent to
NRC%Ã ega tion 0919
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 2 of 6

IRC Allegations f365 and f379

loth allegations relate to the same subject but are found in different

Ittachaents. The responses to each have been coabined below.

It fs alleged that:

Another practice that greatly disturbed oe was lack of
aaterial traceability. Sefore a piece of octal was cut
from the steel plate in the Turbine Suilding Fab shop, the
original heat number froa the steel plate should have been
stamped onto the piece cut from it. This is important.
Without this correct number on the aatcrial, the gC
inspectors could not determine whether or not the steel had
the oetallurgical properties for the application on whichit was used. Just one aspect of the significance is that
wcldinq by an iaproperly chosen process could result in
degrading the strength of the steel.

In practice, however, traceability was lost after the
material was received. The heat numbers were not
consistently transferred. As a result, there were heat
numbers on the material without supporting docunentation to
verify accuracy. In the field traceability was further
lost, due to modifications on flatbar structural stee1.
Traceability was lost for the steel in the process. In the
fuel handling building, heat numbers were even s~apped.
Th'.s o curred for knee braces on columns providing seismic
support to hold up the ~alls. In fact, in that case the
traceability records are backwards. The south side heat
numbers apply to their counterparts on the north wall.
Even though I and others identified this problem, no
satisfactory solution was ever arrived at. Hr. Tennyson's
efforts appeared half-hearted in that the "up to date" heat
log we were supplied with had no control masures assigned
to it. It would have been a simple task for anyone to
alter this log. (3/21/84 Anon. Aff., Attachment 12, at
4-5. )

During my second period of employment I was
encountered (sic) with a problem that specifically existed
in the Fuel Handling Building although I'm sure it was
widespread throughout the ~lant. This problem hinged upon
the lack of an up-to-date heat number" log. This log is
required to certify the structural properties of the steel
being utilized as hangers, knee braces, beams, etc. was
comparable, as a miniasm, to the properties specified in
the Engineering specifications. This is sianificant
becaus lack of thi lor could have lead (sic) to using
improper aeterial, ehicl< oner. welded cccordinc: to the
ay cifications cn1led for on th" 'drawin„, could affect th
structural integrity of the welaaents. I approached ~
supervisors on this problee several tie s. Their response
ets that they would handle the problem and not to worry.

- 9-
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Att ent to
NRC legation 0919
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 3 of 6

Their efforts seemed haphazard, Is what was finally issued
was en fnc~lete, and not on updated 'heat log.'his log
was deficient fn that there were heat numbers afssfng, log
entries were fncoaplete Ind the log could not readily he .

conffraed to be a document that was under tfght control.
In ~ opfnfon, anyone could have aade fnproper (sfc)
entries fn this log and fssued ft to the field. There was
no controlabflfty or Iccountabflfty on the log we used.
(3/20/84 Anon. Aff., Attachment ll, at 6-7.)

63. Contrary to the allegations, the traceability of material, when

required, has not been lost. All required supporting documentation is

provided for all material prior to the material being released to

production. Also, contrary to the allegations, the heat number

traceability is not important to the metallurgical properties or

selection of the welding process. The structural steels used at Dia)lc

Canyon are not degraded by welding.

64. All material purchased and received has a heat identification number and

purchase order identification number from the supplier when required,

Identification markings are applied to material received by either

painting on each item (f.e., structural steel) or when the material is

bundled and strapped, by attaching an identification tag with the

applicable heat number and purchase order number on ft to the bundle.

65. t)" conducts an inspection at the time the material is received to ensure

that the aaterfal has the required aarkfng or tags, the number on the

material or tag fs correct, and the aaterfal coeplfes with the Purchase

Order (PO). The inspector docum nts the fnforsetfon on a Ie"efvfng

Inspection Bepo s to pro.ido objective evidence that th a.terfcl c.eats
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NRC~egation 0919
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: Hay 29, 1984
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predeterafned requfreeents such es specifications, codes, procedures,

and standards.

$6. After initial gC acceptance, the heat number or heat code )t'ataaped or

etched on the aaterial by the responsible craft. Prfor to final

acceptance and release to construction, gC verifies that the correct

heat number or heat code has been applfed to each piece of material as

required by the P.O. documents. lt is only after this inspection

process is completed that the material is released to the field.

67. equality Control keeps a log of all material received which identifies

the class o'f material, description, heat number or code and identifies

the Purchase Order under which the material was received. iNen

production personnel withdraw material, they are required to transfer

the material identification from the parent stock to the withdrawn

stock. gC, as part of fts inspection activities, checks the material

identification fnformation on the finished work against the appropriate

log. The Structural Steel Heat Number Log or the Etched Fitting Code

Number Log are the documents used to IIaintain fdentfffc'aidan to the

Purchase Order. 1f any discrepancies are fdentified, gC documents the

condition on the appropriate documents. PGandE guality Assurance (OA)

has audited this activity and has not found any indication of attempts

to falsify material traceabflfty. For example, PGandE Audit Ho. 83549A

fdentffied two pieces of aaterfal for which Foley could let produce the

docs ntntfon durfnc th audit. Audft ffndings were wrftten. Foley

r searched the item-., found tn doc@. ntation, and the audit findings
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At ment to
NRC Allegation 0919
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 5 of 6

were closed.

68. All structural aaterial purchased by Foley to be used $ n the Fuel

Handling Building was specifically ordered for the Fuel Handling

Suilding and was stamped "F.H.B. prior to release by gC Receiving.

Therefore," the material installed has met all the required

specifications as well as all the required quality requirements.

$ 9 ~ Contrary to the allegation, the heat log is not used to certify the

structural properties of steel being used. The actual certification of

material occurs through the process of procurement and receipt

inspection discussed above. Since the heat log does not perform the

function ascribed to it by the alleger, there is no basis for concern

that improper materials could have been used because of defects in the

heat log.

70. The alleger further claims that the heat logs used by the inspectors

were inaccurate and incomplete. The controlled heat log is maintained

by the gC receiving group that is responsible for keeping it current and

up-to-date. All other copies of the log are for "Information Only" and

are used as references by gC inspectors. These information-only copies

are not controlled and could be incoeplete. However, $ f the inspector

Ittempted to rely on an incoeplete heat log to perfom an inspection, he

would be unable to identify the material on the incoaplete log and would

b reqJired to reject th aeterial in tho field be-ause $t would not be

ir th inc¹ilet iog.

-12-
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71. Finally, the alleger contends that heat nuabers on steel used in the

fuel bui)ding mre aerated back~ards Nth the nuebers of the north side

of the building being used on the south side and vice versa. Contrary

to the allegation, the heat nuabers on the aaterial are not back~ards.

There is no requireoent that material eith a certain heat number be

installed in a certain location. The design specifies only material

type and site in a certain location, not the heat number.

72. The allegation has no technical or quality significance and no

corrective action is required.
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